
Navigating to your  
DB endgame
A flexible pooled fund range

As DB pension schemes mature and turn cashflow negative, there is a sharper focus on investing 
for the endgame, be that an insurance company buy-out, self-sufficiency, or transfer to some form 
of consolidation vehicle. 

As schemes continue along their de-risking journey, there is typically an increased focus on generating income to meet benefit payments 
and refining hedging precision (to reduce residual interest rate and inflation risks).

For larger pension schemes, a segregated approach may be appropriate, however for small to medium sized pension schemes, a pooled 
solution may be more suitable.

Our Liability Aware fund range now includes a series of pooled Buy & Maintain credit funds and pooled LDI profile funds. The fund range 
allows pension schemes to create a bespoke solution to meet their specific objectives by combining allocations across the fund range.

Pooled Buy & Maintain Credit Funds 
Range of seven pooled funds, which each invest in a well-
diversified portfolio of high quality corporate bonds (overall  
A rating), providing income to pension schemes to help meet  
their benefit payments.

Pooled LDI Profile Funds 
Building on our Integrated Liability Plus Solutions, we have 
developed a range of six pooled LDI profile funds (with a gilt-based 
benchmark) which roll down over time, providing a low cost and 
low governance approach to hedge interest rate and inflation risks.

We have launched a range of pooled Buy & Maintain Credit Funds and  pooled LDI Profile Funds to extend our Liability Aware 
pooled fund offering. 

For professional investors only. Not suitable for retail investors. 
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Five three-year buckets investing in sterling corporate  
bonds at outset, allowing schemes to tailor their cashflow 
requirements out to 15 years.

Two longer-dated buy & maintain credit funds (nominal and 
real versions) investing in corporate bonds (including 
non-sterling bonds to ensure a well-diversified portfolio) 
which will mature from 2035 to 2049.

Short Profile Nominal Fund 
c.10 year duration, 5x leverage

Short Profile Real Fund 
c.10 year duration, 5x leverage

Nominal Profile Fund 
c.19 year duration, 3x leverage

Real Profile Fund 
c.21 year duration, 3x leverage

Long Nominal Profile Fund 
c.32 year duration, 2x leverage

Long Real Profile Fund 
c.39 year duration, 1.5x leverage
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Why partner with Aberdeen 
Standard Investments?

Pooled Buy & Maintain funds 
• Proven investment process – robust fundamental security 

selection process, with Environmental, Social and Governance 
(ESG) principles embedded

• Strong track record of avoiding defaults and downgrades, with 
£22.3 billion in Buy & Maintain mandates

• Deep and broad credit team – a 170-strong fixed income team 
managing over £130 billion

Pooled LDI profile funds 
• Highly experienced team – managing over £50 billion notional in 

Liability Aware mandates

• Low funding costs – our scale ensures access to top quality 
research, bank balance sheet and best prices for clients

• Large and diverse derivative trading footprint – helping us to 
deliver the optimal solution for our LDI clients

Supporting you at every stage 
• Client service – our approach is constructed around developing 

partnerships with our clients and their advisers. We bring 
extensive experience, ensuring we deliver to the highest standard

• Dedicated “Pensions Solutions” team – consisting of actuaries 
and former investment consultants, the team brings significant 
experience in working with pension schemes, sponsors and their 
advisers

• Modelling and scheme specific analysis – working closely with 
scheme advisers, we can provide analysis, including how the  
strategy will naturally evolve as the scheme matures

Detailed scheme specific reporting

Contact us 
For more information please contact Mark Foster at  
mark.foster@aberdeenstandard.com or +44 (0) 131 372 0975

United Kingdom (UK): Aberdeen Asset Managers Limited, registered in Scotland (SC108419) 
at 10 Queen’s Terrace, Aberdeen, AB10 1XL. Standard Life Investments Limited registered in 
Scotland (SC123321) at 1 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 2LL. Both companies are authorised 
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the UK.

Visit us online  
www.aberdeenstandard.com/endgame
GB-190620-119693-4                    ASI_1484_Liability_Aware_Overview_TCM5

Important Information
For professional investors only – not for use by retail investors. The value of investments and the income from them can go down as well as 
up and investors may get back less than the amount invested. Past performance is not a guide to future performance.

The above marketing document is strictly for information purposes only and should not be considered as an offer, investment 
recommendation, or solicitation, to deal in any of the investments mentioned herein and does not constitute investment research. 
Aberdeen Standard Investments does not warrant the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of the information and materials contained in 
this document and expressly disclaims liability for errors or omissions in such information and materials. Any research or analysis used in 
the preparation of this document has been procured by Aberdeen Standard Investments for its own use and may have been acted on for 
its own purpose. The results thus obtained are made available only coincidentally and the information is not guaranteed as to its accuracy. 
Some of the information in this document may contain projections or other forward looking statements regarding future events or future 
financial performance of countries, markets or companies. These statements are only predictions and actual events or results may differ 
materially. The reader must make their own assessment of the relevance, accuracy and adequacy of the information contained in this 
document and make such independent investigations, as they may consider necessary or appropriate for the purpose of such assessment. 
This material serves to provide general information and is not meant to be investment, legal or tax advice for any particular investor. No 
warranty whatsoever is given and no liability whatsoever is accepted for any loss arising whether directly or indirectly as a result of the 
reader, any person or group of persons acting on any information, opinion or estimate contained in this document. Aberdeen reserves the 
right to make changes and corrections to any information in this document at any time, without notice. This material is not to be 
reproduced in whole or in part without the prior written consent of Aberdeen Standard Investments.

ASI is ideally placed to work in partnership with you
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Buy & Maintain Credit 
Highly regarded team, managing over £30bn of 
Buy & Maintain mandates with exceptionally low 
downgrade and default experience 

Alternative sources of contractual income  
Full breadth of Private Debt investment capability 
(£7bn AUM), and the largest manager of UK Real 
Estate (£40bn AUM)  

LDI and derivatives expertise 
Highly experienced LDI team managing over
£50bn notional in Liability Aware mandates

Connected teams with insurance expertise 
Our heritage allows us to implement optimal 
strategies for pension schemes as they navigate 
towards their endgame 

Environmental, social and governance (ESG)
ESG embedded at every stage, underpinning all 
of our investment activities, with a focus on long 
term outcomes

 

Genuine partnership 
Ideally placed to work in partnership with you to 
help you achieve your long-term objectives 


